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Abstract

Language identification is the task of identifying the language a given document is written
in. It can be achieved with very good accuracy using sophisticated machine learning meth-
ods. This report describes various features and distance metrics that were used to perform
this task while using the nearest prototype method. Although simple, very high classification
accuracy and performance was achieved on the EuroGOV corpus of the naacl2010-langid
dataset.
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1 Introduction

There are billions of pages in the Internet written in hundreds of human languages. However,
not all of them declare their language in the metadata. Since this information is valuable, for
instance to deliver search engine results in the language specified by the user, it is necessary to
be able to reliably determine language of web pages.

There are many approaches available ranging from deterministic methods based on letter fre-
quencies, word frequencies, analysis of special letters unique to each language to machine learn-
ing approaches which use various document features (e.g. the histogram of used characters) and
are trained on huge datasets where the languages are known.

Baldwin and Lui [1] showed in their paper that deterministic classification methods could work
surprisingly well compared to sophisticated machine learning methods. Moreover, they compiled
a huge dataset naacl2010-langid that will be used in this work and the performance of my
classification algorithms will be compared to the performance of algorithms by Baldwin and
Lui.

In this paper, character unigram and bigram histograms are used to identify language of docu-
ments. Although I originally proposed to use words as features, this had to be discarded, since
there are many languages that don’t have clear boundaries between words and I suspected this
would to lead to poor results. While Baldwin and Lui use histograms trained on the datasets,
histograms obtained from Wikipedia crawling were used in this paper. This lead to better
language prototype histograms and more robust performance on unseen datasets.

The R programming language was used to do the analysis and performance of the various algo-
rithms was evaluated using the Python evaluation script provided with the naacl2010-langid
dataset.

2 Datasets

2.1 The naacl2010-langid dataset

The naacl2010-langid was created by Baldwin and Lui and accompanied their paper. It
contains three corpora which are described in Table 1 below. Meta files are provided for each of
the corpora containing rows with filename, encoding, document language and partition number
(to enable reconstruction of 10-fold cross-validation which Baldwin and Lui used in their paper).

Docs Langs Source Doc length [bytes]
EuroGOV 1,500 10 EuroGOV document collection with

long documents
17460.5 ± 39353.4

TCL 3,174 60 Manually sourced by the Thai Com-
putational Linguistics Laboratory

2623.2 ± 3751.9

Wikipedia 4,963 67 Sourced from Wikipedia dump,
sampled in bias-preserving manner

1480.8 ± 4063.9

Table 1: The characteristics of the naacl2010-langid dataset

While the EuroGOV and Wikipedia corpora had all documents encoded in UTF-8, this wasn’t
the case for the TCL which had documents in 12 various encodings. To make histogram con-
struction easier, I preprocessed the TCL corpus and converted all the documents to use the
UTF-8 encoding.
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Moreover, the TCL corpus had the meta file with the document list in wrong order compared to
the standard listing of the TCL corpus folder using R. This was addressed by correctly sorting
the meta file for the TCL corpus.

I also found spurious files in the Wikipedia dataset – there are 37 files with their size smaller than
10 bytes and containing mostly non-letter character. Therefore these files would not be correctly
classifiable even by humans and therefore I would suggest them to be removed. However, to
make the results consistent with Baldwin and Lui, I kept the files in the corpus.

2.2 Unigram and bigram histograms

In order to have representative (prototype) histograms of unigrams (letters) and bigrams in
various languages, I used the datasets provided by Denny Vrandečić [2]. These datasets were
created on the Wikipedia dump cleaned using WikiExtractor. Two datasets were used – one
with unigram (letter) histograms and one with bigram histograms for all the languages needed.

Using these histograms gave the advantage of having very representative language models, since
the entire Wikipedia was used to provide data for these histograms.

Although punctuation and other non-letter characters were removed from the histograms, they
still had very long tails. For instance, the unigram histogram for English had 7,455 characters
with the sum of the frequencies of the top 50 characters being about 1000 times the sum of
the frequencies of the remaining characters. However, the histograms were much more flat for
languages like Chinese or Japanese which have a greater number of characters in their alphabets.

Also, the histograms were slightly messy since Wikipedia contains many pages which contain
fragments of texts in foreign languages – e.g. all pages on foreign languages contain example
sentences in that language. I addressed this by reducing the prototype histograms to contain
only top 𝑛 features and I used 𝑛 = 500, since that gave the best results across the corpora.

3 Document representation

The documents were represented either as unigram or bigram histograms computed from the
individual UTF-8 characters. Unigrams are single-letter tokens and bigrams are two-letter
tokens in this context. E.g. the unigram representation of the document “Hello World!!! áá 42”
would be

Char Freq
á 2
d 1
e 1
h 1
l 3
o 2
r 1
w 1

Table 2: Unigram representation of the document “Hello World áá 42!!!”

Since everything was UTF-8 encoded, the regular expression [ˆ\\p{L}] was used to find all
non-letter characters and they were discarded. This proved to work well even for languages
with non-Latin alphabets, such as Japanese.
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However, if removal of non-letter characters led to an empty string, punctuation was also per-
mitted. If even this led to an empty string, space characters and the vertical bar character (“|”)
was also permitted. This was a workaround to make the system work even with documents
containing no letters as observed in the Wikipedia corpus.

The bigram representation was similar, but bigrams were used. The same non-letter removal
algorithm was used. Therefore, e.g. for the document “He helps” the following bigram histogram
would be generated:

Char Freq
eh 1
el 1
he 2
lp 1
ps 1

Table 3: Bigram representation of the document “He helps”

I also experimented with combined methods where both unigram and bigram histograms were
used, but this only led to marginal improvements in the accuracy, therefore the results were not
included in the report.

4 Distance measures

The 7 following distance measures were used and compared:

1. Cosine similarity (cos): The cosine of the angle between the two histogram vectors.
Missing histogram values were interpreted as having frequency 0 in that dimension.

2. Symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence (kl): A relative entropy measure defined
as: 𝐷(𝑥 ‖ 𝑦) = 1

2
∑︀

𝑖 (𝑥𝑖(log2 𝑥𝑖 − log2 𝑦𝑖) + 𝑦𝑖(log2 𝑦𝑖 − log2 𝑥𝑖))

3. Skew divergence (skew): As defined by Baldwin and Lui: a variant of Kullback-
Leibler divergence, whereby 𝑦 is smoothed by linear interpolation with 𝑥 using a smoothing
factor 𝛼: 𝐷𝛼(𝑥 ‖ 𝑦) =

∑︀
𝑖 [𝑥𝑖(log2 𝑥𝑖 − log2(𝛼𝑥𝑖 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑦𝑖))]. The value 𝛼 = 0.99 was

used in all experiments as recommended by [1] and verified by my own experiments.

4. Minkowski L1 distance (mink1): Minkowski distance with 𝑝 = 1 calculated as
𝐷(𝑥 ‖ 𝑦) =

∑︀
𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖|.

5. Minkowski L2 distance (mink2): Minkowski distance with 𝑝 = 2 calculated as
𝐷(𝑥 ‖ 𝑦) =

(︀∑︀
𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖|2

)︀1/2. While very intuitive, it proved to have surprisingly good
performance.

6. Out-of-place distance (oop): As defined by Baldwin and Lui: a ranklist-based distance
metric where the distance between 𝑥 and 𝑦 is calculated as: 𝐷(𝑥 ‖ 𝑦) =

∑︀
𝑡 |𝑅(𝑥, 𝑡) −

𝑅(𝑦, 𝑡)| where 𝑅(𝑑, 𝑡) is the rank of the term 𝑡 in the document 𝑑. The terms are sorted
in the descending order of the frequency of the terms. Missing terms were handled by
assigning them frequency 0.

7. Voting distance (vote): Majority voting on the distance measures 1–5. OOP was
omitted since its classification results were rather poor and it is more convenient to have
odd number of voters. The five algorithms were run and then the resulting language was
chosen according to the language which was chosen by the majority of the algorithms.
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5 Methodology

The document classification works as follows:

1. Compute the histogram 𝐻𝑖 for the document 𝑖.

2. Compare the histogram 𝐻𝑖 to each of the histograms computed from Wikipedia 𝑊𝑗 and
assign the document 𝑖 to the language of the 𝑊𝑗 which is the closest to 𝐻𝑖, that is
𝑖 = argmin𝑗 𝐷(𝐻𝑖 ‖ 𝑊𝑗).

The results of the various algorithms were evaluated using the same methodology as by Baldwin
and Lui using the Python evaluation script provided with the naacl2010-langid dataset.

A small modification was, however, done to the evaluation script as it crashed when a certain
language that was supposed to be present in the dataset was not assigned to a single document.

The performance of the system enabled classification of about 50 documents per second. Con-
sidering this was done in the R programming language which is interpreted, it is decent perfor-
mance. An easy way of increasing the performance would be to rewrite the system in a compiled
language (e.g. C++ or Java) which could lead to even 100 times better performance [3].

6 Results

The results are presented and discussed separately for each dataset. In each case unigrams
and bigram results are presented together in combination with all the distance measures de-
scribed above.

The prototype histograms were limited to contain only the top 500 values and the impact of
the number of values is investigated in a later section.

I evaluated the models using the same methodology as Baldwin and Lui and report macro-
averaged precision (𝑃𝑀 ), recall (𝑅𝑀 ) and F-score (𝐹𝑀 ). I also report 𝐴 = 𝑃𝜇/𝑅𝜇/𝐹𝜇 where
𝑃𝜇, 𝑅𝜇 and 𝐹𝜇 are micro-averaged precision, recall and F-score, respectively. While 𝐴 indicates
performance per document, the macro-averaged scores indicate performance per language.

6.1 EuroGOV

The results for the EuroGOV corpus are in Table 4 below.
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Model Histogram 𝑃𝑀 𝑅𝑀 𝐹𝑀 𝐴

cos unigram 0.961 0.964 0.963 0.961
cos bigram 0.984 0.982 0.983 0.981
kl unigram 0.971 0.956 0.963 0.962
kl bigram 0.978 0.976 0.977 0.974
skew unigram 0.980 0.979 0.980 0.977
skew bigram 0.974 0.970 0.972 0.968
mink1 unigram 0.972 0.969 0.971 0.966
mink1 bigram 0.981 0.976 0.979 0.978
mink2 unigram 0.961 0.964 0.963 0.961
mink2 bigram 0.984 0.982 0.983 0.981
oop unigram 0.852 0.766 0.807 0.743
oop bigram 0.888 0.821 0.853 0.798
vote unigram 0.972 0.969 0.971 0.966
vote bigram 0.986 0.984 0.985 0.983

Table 4: Results for the EuroGOV dataset using prototype histograms with the top 500 features

In this case, I obtained very good results which are in the best case on par with SVM used by
Baldwin and Lui. The best score is achieved by the voting meta-algorithm. This is not very
surprising, considering the fact that results of the individual classificators are very good as well
and the Cosine and Minkowski L2 are almost on par with the SVM classificator giving the best
scores for Baldwin and Lui. The voting algorithm performs so well because small errors caused
by single algorithms are smoothed out.

The reason the performance is so good in this case is that the documents are quite long and
therefore the nature of the language statistically matters. Moreover, the number of languages
in this corpus is small (only 10 European languages are used).

We can also observe that with the exception of the Skew distance measure, all models were
improved by using bigrams instead of unigrams. This was expected as the bigram histograms
for different languages provide more diversity, especially in languages with short alphabets. This
is partially due to different vocabulary but more importantly to the fact, that the number of
unique bigrams is of the order of the number of unigrams squared.

6.2 TCL

The results for the TCL corpus are in Table 5 below.
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Model Histogram 𝑃𝑀 𝑅𝑀 𝐹𝑀 𝐴

cos unigram 0.888 0.910 0.899 0.942
cos bigram 0.876 0.928 0.901 0.939
kl unigram 0.879 0.890 0.884 0.944
kl bigram 0.875 0.901 0.888 0.746
skew unigram 0.884 0.911 0.897 0.948
skew bigram 0.806 0.854 0.829 0.618
mink1 unigram 0.850 0.885 0.867 0.758
mink1 bigram 0.821 0.804 0.812 0.625
mink2 unigram 0.888 0.910 0.899 0.942
mink2 bigram 0.867 0.928 0.896 0.939
oop unigram 0.000 0.017 0.000 0.001
oop bigram 0.829 0.860 0.844 0.891
vote unigram 0.876 0.907 0.892 0.946
vote bigram 0.880 0.926 0.902 0.939

Table 5: Results for the TCL dataset

In this corpus we see more diversity in the performance of the algorithms and also decrease in
the performance of all of the algorithms. This is due to two facts:

1. The documents in this corpus are shorter on average, therefore the character histograms
are not representative enough. Same applies for bigram histograms.

2. There are documents in 60 languages in this corpus. This is 6 times the number of
languages in the EuroGOV corpus and that makes the classification algorithms much
more sensitive to errors.

The results in this case are not as good as results obtained by Baldwin and Lui. Most likely it
is due to the fact that they used byte as the histogram token and that effectively made their
document length 1–4 times longer, since UTF-8 characters consist of 1 to 4 bytes [4].

We see that in this corpus it is no longer the case that bigrams outperform the unigrams. It is
most likely due to the short document length, as explained above.

It is also worth noticing that the unigram OOP algorithm performed extremely badly in this
case. This was caused most likely by the large number of characters (500) in the prototype his-
tograms which introduced huge penalisation for each document and hence the subtle differences
caused by individual languages were insignificant. We see the bigram OOP had much better
performance since there much more bigrams are actually significant. This did not happen to
Baldwin and Lui, since their prototype histograms were computed from these corpora, hence
they contained less completely unrelated characters.

6.3 Wikipedia

The results for the Wikipedia corpus are in Table 6 below.
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Model Histogram 𝑃𝑀 𝑅𝑀 𝐹𝑀 𝐴

cos unigram 0.550 0.620 0.583 0.712
cos bigram 0.607 0.698 0.650 0.783
kl unigram 0.485 0.485 0.485 0.194
kl bigram 0.638 0.734 0.683 0.792
skew unigram 0.406 0.267 0.323 0.119
skew bigram 0.639 0.695 0.666 0.727
mink1 unigram 0.550 0.530 0.540 0.613
mink1 bigram 0.661 0.448 0.534 0.591
mink2 unigram 0.548 0.620 0.582 0.712
mink2 bigram 0.598 0.698 0.644 0.783
oop unigram 0.045 0.016 0.024 0.004
oop bigram 0.515 0.507 0.511 0.434
vote unigram 0.542 0.627 0.581 0.703
vote bigram 0.610 0.709 0.656 0.797

Table 6: Results for the Wikipedia dataset

The results for Wikipedia are the worst of the three corpora. There are two reasons which
were already discussed in the context of TCL: even shorter documents and even more lan-
guages (67 in this case). However, compared to Baldwin and Lui, their results on codepoint
tokens are either comparable or worse, and hence the fact I used more representative prototype
histograms showed.

Also, there is a significant improvement compared to results obtained by Baldwin and Lui.
While their per document (micro-averaged) best score is significantly higher than mine (0.869
compared to 0.797), their per language (macro-averaged) scores are lower.

This could be explained by the fact they achieved their best results using bytes as tokens, while
I used characters. When using bytes, the consistency across documents of a single language
could decrease due to the nature of character encoding schemes.

While certain trends were observable in the previous two corpora, the results are much more
diverse in this case. However, we see again trend in better bigram performance to unigram
performance. Also, the same problem as in TCL in case of unigram OOP happened.

6.4 Impact of prototype length on the performance

As mentioned above, all the reported results were conducted with prototype histograms of
length limited to 500, i.e. the 500 most frequent tokens were kept in each. In this section the
impact of the size of the prototype histograms will be investigated. The trend was the same for
all the datasets, therefore only results for the EuroGOV dataset are reported. Only results for
Cosine, Minkowski L1, Skew and OOP are reported, as the results for Minkowski L2 are similar
to Minkowski L1, the results of KL are similar to Skew.

In this case only the classification accuracy, i.e. the percentage of correctly classified documents
is reported.
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Figure 1: The classification accuracy depending on the prototype histogram length

We see that Cosine and Minkowski L1 measures are not very sensitive to the length of the
prototype histograms. But even these two measures achieve slightly lower performance when
the prototype histogram length is below 50.

The Skew measure needs certain prototype histogram length and then reaches plateau, achiev-
ing comparable or slightly better accuracy to Cosine and Minkowski L1 measures. The OOP
measure is the most problematic one, as it reaches its maximum accuracy at around 50 and
then its accuracy decreases again.

7 Conclusion

I evaluated 7 distance measures used on unigram and bigram histograms in order to detect
document language. I achieved better classification results than Baldwin and Lui for the Eu-
roGOV dataset and my solution would be more robust on unseen data, as it was trained solely
on this dataset.

I also confirmed their results and showed that classifying shorter documents into a larger num-
ber of languages is much more challenging as shown by the classification results of the TCL
and Wikipedia corpora. I showed 4 other metrics which Baldwin and Lui didn’t use and the
Minkowski L1 and L2 distance measures proved to perform very well while being conceptually
very simple and intuitive.

I used prototype histograms obtained by parsing Wikipedia. These histograms could provide
very valuable, especially if more carefully cleaned to contain only characters (or bigrams) that
occur in the language they represent. The prototype histograms, since being created using
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Wikipedia, contained a lot of spurious tokens, as Wikipedia contains a lot of articles containing
fragments of foreign words or even sentences.

Moreover, I pointed out certain problems with the provided dataset that should be addressed:
buggy evaluation script and a lot of documents which don’t contain any letter characters what-
soever.

The voting meta-algorithm proved to be an easy yet powerful extension that might be used as
one of the methods to increase the accuracy. It would be interesting to include more classifiers
in the voting algorithm, such as classifiers working on byte features or more diverse, such as
SVM or 𝑘NN.
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A Code used

1 # Clean up from the previous run
2 rm(list=ls())
3 setwd("c:/ Users/augustin/Cambridge/Machine_Learning_for_Language_Processing/

Project/")
4 wd <- getwd ()
5
6 library(readr) # I/O library
7 library(snow) # Parallel computing
8 library(foreach) # For each loop
9 library(doSNOW) # Foreach Parallel Adaptor for snow

10 library(stringr) # String processing library
11 library(tictoc) # Code timing
12 library(beepr) # beep() function
13 library(seewave) # For computing Kullback -Leibler divergence
14 cluster <- makeCluster (4)
15 clusterExport(cluster, c("get_closest_language", "merge_histograms", "norm_vec",
16 "clean_string"))
17 clusterExport(cluster, c("kl.dist"))
18 registerDoSNOW(cluster)
19
20 # Read the entire dataset and save it as R datatypes for faster loading
21 read_and_preprocess_dataset <- function () {
22 EuroGOV_URL <- paste(wd, "/naacl2010 -langid/EuroGov/", sep="")
23 EuroGOV_files <- paste(EuroGOV_URL, list.files(EuroGOV_URL), sep="")
24 EuroGOV_lst <- parLapply(cluster, EuroGOV_files, read_file)
25 EuroGOV <- data.frame(cbind(EuroGOV_lst))
26 EuroGOV_meta <- read.table("naacl2010 -langid/EuroGOV.meta", sep="\t")
27 EuroGOV <- cbind(EuroGOV, EuroGOV_meta)
28 colnames(EuroGOV) <- c("string", "filename", "encoding", "lang", "part")
29 EuroGOV$char_hist <- parLapply(cluster, EuroGOV$string, character_histogram)
30 EuroGOV$bigr_hist <- parLapply(cluster, EuroGOV$string, bigram_histogram)
31 save(EuroGOV, file="naacl2010 -langid/EuroGOV.Rda")
32
33 TCL_URL <- paste(wd, "/naacl2010 -langid/TCL/", sep="")
34 TCL_files <- paste(TCL_URL, list.files(TCL_URL), sep="")
35 TCL_lst <- parLapply(cluster, TCL_files, read_file)
36 TCL <- data.table(cbind(TCL_lst))
37 TCL_meta <- read.table("naacl2010 -langid/TCL.meta", sep="\t")
38 TCL <- cbind(TCL, TCL_meta)
39 colnames(TCL) <- c("string", "filename", "encoding", "lang", "part")
40 # TCL doesn ’t have all strings in UTF -8, convert
41 for (i in 1:nrow(TCL)) {
42 TCL$string[i] <- iconv(as.character(TCL$string[i]),
43 from=as.character(TCL$encoding[i]), to="UTF -8")
44 }
45 TCL$char_hist <- parLapply(cluster, TCL$string, character_histogram)
46 TCL$bigr_hist <- parLapply(cluster, TCL$string, bigram_histogram)
47 save(TCL, file="naacl2010 -langid/TCL.Rda")
48
49 Wiki_URL <- paste(wd, "/naacl2010 -langid/Wikipedia/", sep="")
50 Wiki_files <- paste(Wiki_URL, list.files(Wiki_URL), sep="")
51 Wiki_lst <- parLapply(cluster, Wiki_files, read_file)
52 Wikipedia <- data.table(cbind(Wiki_lst))
53 Wikipedia_meta <- read.table("naacl2010 -langid/Wikipedia.meta", sep="\t")
54 Wikipedia <- cbind(Wikipedia, Wikipedia_meta)
55 colnames(Wikipedia) <- c("string", "filename", "encoding", "lang", "part")
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56 Wikipedia$char_hist <- parLapply(cluster, Wikipedia$string,
character_histogram)

57 Wikipedia$bigr_hist <- parLapply(cluster, Wikipedia$string, bigram_histogram)
58 save(Wikipedia, file="naacl2010 -langid/Wikipedia.Rda")
59 }
60
61
62 # Read in all the data from the preprocessed files
63 load("naacl2010 -langid/EuroGOV.Rda")
64 load("naacl2010 -langid/TCL.Rda")
65 load("naacl2010 -langid/Wikipedia.Rda")
66
67 # Read in the histograms for the EuroGOV documents
68 load_small_histogram_dataset <- function () {
69 histograms <- read.csv("Letter_histograms -EuroGOV.csv", encoding="UTF -8",
70 dec=".", header=TRUE, stringsAsFactors=FALSE)
71 histograms_dfs <- list(length=ncol(histograms) - 1)
72 for (i in 2:ncol(histograms)) {
73 histograms_dfs [[i - 1]] <- data.table(histograms[, 1], histograms[, i])
74 names(histograms_dfs [[i - 1]]) <- c("char", "freq")
75 }
76 names(histograms_dfs) <- names(histograms)[2: ncol(histograms)]
77 return(histograms_dfs)
78 }
79
80
81 load_wikipedia_histograms <- function(hist_folder, limit, is_freq_limit) {
82 # Load all the histograms
83 folder <- paste(wd, hist_folder, sep="")
84 file_list <- paste(folder, list.files(folder, pattern="*.txt"), sep="")
85 histograms <- parLapply(cluster, file_list, read.csv, encoding="UTF -8",
86 sep="␣", stringsAsFactors=FALSE, header=FALSE)
87 histograms <- parLapply(cluster, histograms, data.frame)
88 # Load the list of language names
89 languages <- sub(pattern=".txt", replacement="", fixed=TRUE,
90 x=sub(pattern=".*/", x=file_list, replacement=""))
91 # Set the column names to the language codes
92 names(histograms) <- languages
93 # Remove non -letters
94 histograms <- parLapply(cluster, histograms, remove_non_letters)
95
96 if (is_freq_limit) {
97 # Filter out letters above the given frequency
98 histograms <- parLapply(cluster, histograms, remove_infrequent, n=limit)
99 }

100 else {
101 # Keep only the top <limit > letters
102 histograms <- parLapply(cluster, histograms, keep_top_n, n=limit)
103 }
104
105 for(i in 1: length(histograms)) {
106 names(histograms [[i]]) <- c("char", "freq")
107 }
108 return(histograms)
109 }
110
111 remove_infrequent <- function(histogram, n) {
112 return(histogram[histogram[, 2] > n, ])
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113 }
114
115 keep_top_n <- function(histogram, n) {
116 return(histogram [1:min(nrow(histogram), n), ])
117 }
118
119 remove_non_letters <- function(histogram) {
120 return(histogram[grepl(pattern="[\\p{L}]",
121 as.character(histogram[, 1]), perl=TRUE), ])
122 }
123
124 find_misaligned_files_in_dataset <- function(dataset, dataset_files) {
125 for (i in 1 : nrow(dataset)) {
126 if (! grepl(as.character(dataset$filename[i]),
127 dataset_files[i], fixed=TRUE)) {
128 print(paste(i, dataset_files[i], dataset$filename[i]))
129 }
130 }
131 }
132
133 find_files_with_empty_histograms <- function(dataset) {
134 for (i in 1 : nrow(dataset)) {
135 if (str_replace_all(dataset$string [[i]],
136 "[^\\p{L}\\p{P}\\p{Z}|]", "") == "") {
137 print(paste("Problematic␣file:", i))
138 }
139 }
140 }
141
142 clean_string <- function(str) {
143 require(stringr)
144 str_cleaned <- str_replace_all(str, "[^\\p{L}]", "")
145 # If there are not any letter characters in the document, try punctuation
146 if(str_cleaned == "") {
147 str_cleaned <- str_replace_all(str, "[^\\p{L}\\p{P}]", "")
148 # If still, try also spaces and "|" character
149 if (str_cleaned == "") {
150 str_cleaned <- str_replace_all(str, "[^\\p{L}\\p{P}\\p{Z}|]", "")
151 }
152 }
153 return(str_cleaned)
154 }
155
156 # Single character (unigram) histogram,
157 character_histogram <- function(str) {
158 str_cleaned <- clean_string(str)
159 # Return letter histogram, lowercase only
160 histogram <- data.frame ((table(strsplit(tolower(str_cleaned), ""))))
161 names(histogram) <- c("char", "freq")
162 return (histogram)
163 }
164
165 # Bigram histogram
166 bigram_histogram <- function(str) {
167 str_cleaned <- clean_string(str)
168 unigrams <- strsplit(tolower(str_cleaned), "")[[1]]
169 bigrams <- paste(unigrams [1 : length(unigrams) - 1],
170 unigrams [2 : length(unigrams)], sep="")
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171 # Return letter histogram, lowercase only
172 histogram <- data.frame(table(bigrams))
173 names(histogram) <- c("char", "freq")
174 return (histogram)
175 }
176
177 norm_vec <- function(x) {
178 return(sqrt(sum(x^2)))
179 }
180
181 merge_histograms <- function(hist1, hist2) {
182 merged <- merge(hist1, hist2, by="char", all=TRUE)
183 merged[is.na(merged)] <- 0
184 return(merged)
185 }
186
187 # Compute cosine distance of two histograms
188 distance_cos <- function(x, y) {
189 merged <- merge_histograms(x, y)
190 sum <- sum(merged$freq.x * merged$freq.y)
191 cos_sim <- sum / (norm_vec(x$freq) * norm_vec(y$freq))
192 return (1 - cos_sim)
193 }
194
195 # Normalise by L1, then compute average coeficient distance
196 distance_minkowski1 <- function(x, y) {
197 merged <- merge_histograms(x, y)
198 x_len <- norm_vec(merged$freq.x)
199 y_len <- norm_vec(merged$freq.y)
200 merged$freq.x <- merged$freq.x / x_len
201 merged$freq.y <- merged$freq.y / y_len
202 dist_sum <- abs(merged$freq.x - merged$freq.y)
203 return(sum(dist_sum))
204 }
205
206 # Normalise by L2, then compute average coeficient distance
207 distance_minkowski2 <- function(x, y) {
208 merged <- merge_histograms(x, y)
209 x_len <- norm_vec(merged$freq.x)
210 y_len <- norm_vec(merged$freq.y)
211 merged$freq.x <- merged$freq.x / x_len
212 merged$freq.y <- merged$freq.y / y_len
213 dist_sum <- abs(merged$freq.x - merged$freq.y)^2
214 return(sqrt(sum(dist_sum)))
215 }
216
217 distance_kl <- function(x, y) {
218 merged <- merge_histograms(x, y)
219 return(kl.dist(merged$freq.x, merged$freq.y)$D)
220 }
221
222 distance_skew <- function(x, y) {
223 merged <- merge_histograms(x, y)
224 return(kl.dist(merged$freq.x, 0.99*merged$freq.y + 0.01*merged$freq.x)$D1)
225 }
226
227 # A ranklist -based distance metric
228 distance_out_of_place <- function(x, y) {
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229 x_sorted_by_freq <- x[with(x, order(-x$freq)), ]
230 y_sorted_by_freq <- y[with(y, order(-y$freq)), ]
231 x_sorted_by_freq$rank <- row(x_sorted_by_freq)[, 1]
232 y_sorted_by_freq$rank <- row(y_sorted_by_freq)[, 1]
233 merged <- merge_histograms(x_sorted_by_freq, y_sorted_by_freq)
234 oop <- sum(abs(merged$rank.x - merged$rank.y))
235 return(oop)
236 }
237
238 # Compute the closest language using the provided histograms
239 get_closest_language <- function(hist, dist_function, histograms) {
240 min_distance = dist_function(hist, histograms [[1]])
241 min_dist_lang = names(histograms)[1]
242 for (i in 2: length(histograms)) {
243 distance <- dist_function(hist, histograms [[i]])
244 if (distance < min_distance) {
245 min_distance <- distance
246 min_dist_lang <- names(histograms)[i]
247 }
248 }
249 return(min_dist_lang)
250 }
251
252 # Compute the closest language using the provided histograms
253 get_closest_language2 <- function(hist_tuple, dfun1, dfun2, alpha,
254 histograms1, histograms2) {
255 hist1 <- hist_tuple [[1]]
256 hist2 <- hist_tuple [[2]]
257 min_distance = alpha * dfun1(hist1, histograms1 [[1]]) +
258 (1 - alpha) * dfun2(hist2, histograms2 [[1]])
259 min_dist_lang = names(histograms1)[1]
260 for (i in 2: length(histograms1)) {
261 distance <- alpha * dfun1(hist1, histograms1 [[i]]) +
262 (1 - alpha) * dfun2(hist2, histograms2 [[i]])
263 if (distance < min_distance) {
264 min_distance <- distance
265 min_dist_lang <- names(histograms1)[i]
266 }
267 }
268 return(min_dist_lang)
269 }
270
271
272 save_prediction_file <- function(corpus, predictions, filename) {
273 prediction_table <- data.frame(corpus$filename, unlist(predictions))
274 write.table(prediction_table, file=filename, sep="\t",
275 row.names=FALSE, col.names=FALSE, quote=FALSE)
276 }
277
278 count_prediction_score <- function(corpus, predictions) {
279 corpus_len <- nrow(corpus)
280 no_of_matches <- length(predictions[predictions == corpus$lang])
281 print(paste("Number␣of␣matches␣is", no_of_matches,
282 "Success␣rate", no_of_matches/corpus_len))
283 }
284
285
286 evaluate <- function(corpus, hist_index, distance_fun, histograms, filename) {
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287 predictions <- vector(length=nrow(corpus))
288
289 print("Computing␣predictions")
290 tic()
291 predictions <- parLapply(cluster, corpus [[ hist_index ]], get_closest_language,
292 dist_function=distance_fun, histograms=histograms)
293 toc()
294
295 count_prediction_score(corpus, predictions)
296 save_prediction_file(corpus, predictions, filename)
297 # Done, beep!
298 beep (2)
299 }
300
301 eval_vote <- function(corpus, result_files, filename) {
302 predictions <- lapply(result_files, read.table, sep="\t")
303 predictions <- data.frame(predictions)
304 predictions <- predictions[, c(FALSE, TRUE)]
305
306 final_predictions <- vector(length=nrow(predictions))
307 for(i in 1:nrow(predictions)) {
308 final_predictions[i] <- names(which.max(table(unlist(predictions[i, ]))))
309 }
310 print("Predictions␣computed")
311 count_prediction_score(corpus, final_predictions)
312 save_prediction_file(corpus, final_predictions, filename)
313 beep (2)
314 }
315
316 # Unigrams
317 histograms <- load_small_histogram_dataset ()
318 histograms <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_EuroGOV/", 500, FALSE)
319 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_cos, histograms, "EuroGOV -Char_hist -Cosine -

top500.dat")
320 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_minkowski1, histograms, "EuroGOV -Char_hist -

minkowski1 -top500.dat")
321 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_minkowski2, histograms, "EuroGOV -Char_hist -

minkowski2 -top500.dat")
322 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_out_of_place, histograms, "EuroGOV -Char_hist -OOP -

top500.dat")
323 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_kl, histograms, "EuroGOV -Char_hist -kl -top500.dat")
324 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_skew, histograms, "EuroGOV -Char_hist -skew -

top500.dat")
325 EuroGOV_res <- list("Results/EuroGOV -Unigr_hist -cos -top500.dat",
326 "Results/EuroGOV -Unigr_hist -mink1 -top500.dat",
327 "Results/EuroGOV -Unigr_hist -mink2 -top500.dat",
328 "Results/EuroGOV -Unigr_hist -skew -top500.dat",
329 "Results/EuroGOV -Unigr_hist -kl-top500.dat")
330 eval_vote(EuroGOV, EuroGOV_res, "EuroGOV -Unigr_hist -ALL.dat")
331
332 histograms <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_TCL/", 500, FALSE)
333 evaluate(TCL, 6, distance_cos, histograms, "TCL -Unigr_hist -Cos -top500.dat")
334 evaluate(TCL, 6, distance_minkowski1, histograms, "TCL -Unigr_hist -mink1 -

top500.dat")
335 evaluate(TCL, 6, distance_minkowski2, histograms, "TCL -Unigr_hist -mink2 -

top500.dat")
336 evaluate(TCL, 6, distance_out_of_place, histograms, "TCL -Unigr_hist -OOP -

top500.dat")
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337 evaluate(TCL, 6, distance_kl, histograms, "TCL -Unigr_hist -kl -top500.dat")
338 evaluate(TCL, 6, distance_skew, histograms, "TCL -Unigr_hist -skew -top500.dat")
339 TCL_res <- list("Results/TCL -Unigr_hist -cos -top500.dat",
340 "Results/TCL -Unigr_hist -mink1 -top500.dat",
341 "Results/TCL -Unigr_hist -mink2 -top500.dat",
342 "Results/TCL -Unigr_hist -skew -top500.dat",
343 "Results/TCL -Unigr_hist -kl-top500.dat")
344 eval_vote(TCL, TCL_res, "TCL -Unigr_hist -ALL.dat")
345
346 histograms <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_Wiki/", 500, FALSE)
347 evaluate(Wikipedia, 6, distance_cos, histograms, "Wiki -Unigr_hist -Cos -top500.dat"

)
348 evaluate(Wikipedia, 6, distance_minkowski1, histograms, "Wiki -Unigr_hist -mink1 -

top500.dat")
349 evaluate(Wikipedia, 6, distance_minkowski2, histograms, "Wiki -Unigr_hist -mink2 -

top500.dat")
350 evaluate(Wikipedia, 6, distance_out_of_place, histograms, "Wiki -Unigr_hist -OOP -

top500.dat")
351 evaluate(Wikipedia, 6, distance_kl, histograms, "Wiki -Unigr_hist -kl -top500.dat")
352 evaluate(Wikipedia, 6, distance_skew, histograms, "Wiki -Unigr_hist -skew -

top500.dat")
353 Wiki_res <- list("Results/Wiki -Unigr_hist -cos -top500.dat",
354 "Results/Wiki -Unigr_hist -mink1 -top500.dat",
355 "Results/Wiki -Unigr_hist -mink2 -top500.dat",
356 "Results/Wiki -Unigr_hist -skew -top500.dat",
357 "Results/Wiki -Unigr_hist -kl-top500.dat")
358 eval_vote(Wikipedia, Wiki_res, "Wiki -Unigr_hist -ALL.dat")
359
360
361 # Bigrams
362 histograms <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/bigrams_EuroGOV/", 500, FALSE)
363 evaluate(EuroGOV, 7, distance_cos, histograms, "EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -cos -top500.dat"

)
364 evaluate(EuroGOV, 7, distance_minkowski1, histograms, "EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -

minkowski1.dat")
365 evaluate(EuroGOV, 7, distance_minkowski2, histograms, "EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -

minkowski2 -top500.dat")
366 evaluate(EuroGOV, 7, distance_out_of_place, histograms, "EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -OOP -

top500.dat")
367 evaluate(EuroGOV, 7, distance_skew, histograms, "EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -skew.dat")
368 evaluate(EuroGOV, 7, distance_kl, histograms, "EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -kl -top500.dat")
369 EuroGOV_res2 <- list("Results/EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -cos -top500.dat",
370 "Results/EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -mink1 -top500.dat",
371 "Results/EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -mink2 -top500.dat",
372 "Results/EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -skew -top500.dat",
373 "Results/EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -kl-top500.dat")
374 eval_vote(EuroGOV, EuroGOV_res2, "EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -ALL.dat")
375
376 histograms <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/bigrams_TCL/", 500, FALSE)
377 evaluate(TCL, 7, distance_cos, histograms, "TCL -Bigr_hist -cos -top500.dat")
378 evaluate(TCL, 7, distance_minkowski1, histograms, "TCL -Bigr_hist -mink1 -top500.dat

")
379 evaluate(TCL, 7, distance_minkowski2, histograms, "TCL -Bigr_hist -mink2 -top500.dat

")
380 evaluate(TCL, 7, distance_out_of_place, histograms, "TCL -Bigr_hist -OOP -top500.dat

")
381 evaluate(TCL, 7, distance_skew, histograms, "TCL -Bigr_hist -skew -top500.dat")
382 evaluate(TCL, 7, distance_kl, histograms, "TCL -Bigr_hist -kl -top500.dat")
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383 TCL_res2 <- list("Results/TCL -Bigr_hist -cos -top500.dat",
384 "Results/TCL -Bigr_hist -mink1 -top500.dat",
385 "Results/TCL -Bigr_hist -mink2 -top500.dat",
386 "Results/TCL -Bigr_hist -skew -top500.dat",
387 "Results/TCL -Bigr_hist -kl-top500.dat")
388 eval_vote(TCL, TCL_res2, "TCL -Bigr_hist -ALL.dat")
389
390 histograms <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/bigrams_Wiki/", 500, FALSE)
391 evaluate(Wikipedia, 7, distance_cos, histograms, "Wiki -Bigr_hist -cos -top500.dat")
392 evaluate(Wikipedia, 7, distance_minkowski1, histograms, "Wiki -Bigr_hist -mink1 -

top500.dat")
393 evaluate(Wikipedia, 7, distance_skew, histograms, "Wiki -Bigr_hist -skew -top500.dat

")
394 evaluate(Wikipedia, 7, distance_kl, histograms, "Wiki -Bigr_hist -kl -top500.dat")
395 eval_all_and_vote(EuroGOV, 7, histograms, "EuroGOV -Bigr_hist -ALL.dat")
396 Wiki_res2 <- list("Results/Wiki -Bigr_hist -cos -top500.dat",
397 "Results/Wiki -Bigr_hist -mink1 -top500.dat",
398 "Results/Wiki -Bigr_hist -mink2 -top500.dat",
399 "Results/Wiki -Bigr_hist -skew -top500.dat",
400 "Results/Wiki -Bigr_hist -kl-top500.dat")
401 eval_vote(Wikipedia, Wiki_res2, "Wiki -Bigr_hist -ALL.dat")
402
403
404 evaluate(Wikipedia, 7, distance_minkowski2, histograms, "Wiki -Bigr_hist -mink2 -

top500.dat")
405 evaluate(Wikipedia, 7, distance_out_of_place, histograms, "Wiki -Bigr_hist -OOP -

top500.dat")
406
407 h10 <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_EuroGOV/", 10, FALSE)
408 h20 <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_EuroGOV/", 20, FALSE)
409 h50 <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_EuroGOV/", 50, FALSE)
410 h100 <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_EuroGOV/", 100, FALSE)
411 h500 <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_EuroGOV/", 500, FALSE)
412 h1000 <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_EuroGOV/", 1000, FALSE)
413 h5000 <- load_wikipedia_histograms("/unigrams_EuroGOV/", 5000, FALSE)
414 # Examine what impact has the histogram length on the performance
415 for (i in list(h10, h20, h50, h100, h500, h1000, h5000)) {
416 print(paste("New␣histogram␣length"))
417 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_cos, i, "res")
418 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_minkowski1, i, "res")
419 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_skew, i, "res")
420 evaluate(EuroGOV, 6, distance_out_of_place, i, "res")
421 }
422
423 results <- read.csv("results.csv", row.names =1, header=TRUE, encoding="UTF -8",

sep="␣")
424
425 plot(unlist(results [1, ]), xlab="Prototype␣histogram␣length", ylab="Accuracy",
426 xaxt="n", ylim=c(0, 0.98))
427 points(unlist(results [2, ]), pch=3, col="red")
428 points(unlist(results [3, ]), pch=2, col="blue")
429 points(unlist(results [4, ]), pch=4, col="green")
430 axis(1, at=1:7, labels=c("10", "20", "50", "100", "500", "1000", "5000"))
431 legend("bottomleft", legend = c("cos", "mink1", "skew", "OOP"),
432 col = c("black", "red", "blue", "green"), pch = c(1, 3, 2, 4), ncol =2)
433
434 plot(unlist(results [1, ]), xlab="Prototype␣histogram␣length", ylab="Accuracy",
435 xaxt="n", ylim=c(0.85, 0.98))
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436 points(unlist(results [2, ]), pch=3, col="red")
437 points(unlist(results [3, ]), pch=2, col="blue")
438 axis(1, at=1:7, labels=c("10", "20", "50", "100", "500", "1000", "5000"))
439 legend("bottomright", legend = c("cos", "mink1", "skew"),
440 col = c("black", "red", "blue"), pch = c(1, 3, 2))
441
442 stopCluster(cluster)
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